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USD/ZAR Exchange rate:
usd/zar
dollar index
gold
Oil brent

Previous week
16.99
108.15
1752.87

This week
17.09
106.52
1711.66

% Change
0.58
1.50
2.35

97.48

103.19

5.85

* Down * Up
The rand is trading at R17.09 against the dollar 10 cents weaker in the last week despite the dollar
retreating somewhat. The current market sentiment remains risk averse as the Covid 19 pandemic in China
puts doubts on growth in the region. The continues conflict between Russia and Ukraine as well as a heat
wave in Europe is dampening risk appetite. The beforementioned heat wave has led to low levels for the
river Rhine which is crucial for trade in the region. The previous time this happened Germany’s economy
fell into a recession.
Locally it appears as if the rand has started to stabilise at current levels with no real clear directional
momentum. It appears as if the electricity situation in the country is starting to stabilise which could halt a
further slide. All eyes will now be on the South African Reserve Bank’s (SARB) Monetary Policy Committee
‘s (MPC) decision regarding the interest rate in the week. Most analysts are expecting a 50-basis point
increase in the repo rate.
Moving averages
50-day R16.10
100-day R15.60
200-day R15.51
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Soya bean meal:
Soya bean meal for August 2022 is currently trading at 432.9 dollars per short ton up 7.9 dollars in the last
week. Meal prices have stabilised at the 23.6% Fibonaci Retracement level at the mid 430 levels. This is
from the October 2021 low to the March 2022 highs. Prices continue to remain supported especially on the
nearby contracts. The USDA rates the US soya bean crop at 61% good excellent which is 1% lower than the
previous week. The possibility that Ukraine and Russia can come to an agreement on grain exports out of
the region can be the catalyst to provide some downward pressure on prices.
Sep 2022 is trading at 406.7
Moving averages
50-day 416.2
100-day 429.6
200-day 403.0
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Argentine soya bean meal premiums:
Arg Premiums
Sellers

Buyers

change
sellers

change
buyer

Aug 22

-1/2

-6

6

2

Sep 22

+26

+20

1

2

+38

+28

-

2

No Sellers

-5

-

-

Previous
week

This week

change

83

82

1

83

82

1

83

82

1

83

81

2

83

81

2

Oct
22/Dec 22
April
23/May
23

* Down * Up

Freight:
Freight

Jun 22
shipment
Jul 22
shipment
Aug 22
shipment
Sep 22
shipment
Oct 22
shipment

* Down * Up
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Local Meal Price:
Soya oil cake meal 46% protein
Date:

2022/07/20

USD/ZAR

17,09

Inco Term:
fca reef
Packaging:
bulk
Payment Terms: 7 days from invoice
Subject to final confirmation. Prices excl VAT

Jul-22
Aug-22
Sep-22
Oct-22
Nov-22
Dec-22
Jan-23
Feb-23
Oct-20

R10 445
R10 482
R10 512
R10 537
R10 564
R10 591
R10 616
R10 648
R8 600

Note: Prices above are merely for research purposes.

Jul-22
Aug-22
Sep-22
Oct-22
Nov-22
Dec-22
Jan-23
Feb-23
* Down * Up

previous week
R10 349
R10 381
R10 405
R10 377
R10 407
R10 434
R10 457
R10 484

this week change
R10 445
R96
R10 482 R101
R10 512 R107
R10 537 R160
R10 564 R158
R10 591 R157
R10 616 R159
R10 648 R164
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Local market:
White maize
Yellow Maize
Wheat
Sunflower
Soya
* Down * Up

Jul-22
R4 343
R4 248
R7 438
R10 351
R8 158

Sep-22
R4 348
R4 300
R7 382
R10 490
R8 276

Dec-22
R4 401
R4 374
R7 056
R10 684
R8 441

Jul 2022 change in the last week
R100
R147
R253
R166
R305

Sep 2022 change in the last week
R133
R157
R246
R177
R310

Dec 2022 change in the last week
R138
R161
R271
R185
R307

Jul 2022 Yellow maize:
Moving averages
50-day
100-day
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Weather:

Available at: https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/qpf/p168i.gif?1633499969

Midwest:
Widespread showers moved through the Midwest over the weekend, favouring many areas and bringing
relief to dry and drought-stressed areas, especially in central Indiana. A system moving along the Canadian
border this week will keep showers over northern areas while temperatures rise above normal going into
the weekend. More isolated showers are expected over the weekend and models have just started to grab
onto the possibility of a stronger cold front next week. That would bring temperatures down further as
well as give much of the region a shot of rainfall that would be very helpful should it occur.
Southern Plains:
A few showers moved through the Central Plains over the weekend but so did higher temperatures. Few
areas of the region have good soil moisture and the heat in the region will stress crops and increase the
need for irrigation. Some showers may move through northern areas over the weekend, but most areas
will remain dry as drought and stresses continue to mount this week. Models just grabbed onto the
possibility of a stronger cold front next week that could bring temperatures down for much of the region,
along with needed showers.
Northern Plains:
Scattered showers are moving along the Canada border with a potent little system. Some strong wind
gusts are occurring Tuesday on its backside and temperatures are falling at least a little bit. Showers will
move through again this weekend but will be spottier. Soil moisture is still favourable for most of the
region, though there are some dry spots showing up where showers have been missing more. Wheat is in
overall good shape, but corn and soybeans are going to need additional showers. A stronger cold front may
move through early next week with scattered showers and cooler temperatures for several days, but
models are just grabbing onto this possibility.
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Pacific North West:
Soil moisture continues to decline in portions of the Pacific Northwest due to heat and a lack of rainfall
recently, especially in Idaho. No significant showers are forecast for the next couple of weeks, putting crop
conditions on more of a downward trajectory for the end of the season, especially for spring wheat.
Delta:
A few showers fell in the Delta over the last couple of days, but most areas remained dry. A few showers
may move through this week, especially across the south. Heat will be widespread in the region when
showers do not occur, increasing stress for soybeans and cotton.

Available at: http://wxmaps.org/pix/prec8

BRAZIL:
Favourable weather continue for both remaining corn harvest and wheat development in Brazil. More
showers are expected in the south for vegetative spring wheat early this week. While showers should dry
up later in the week, soil moisture is in very good shape and temperatures will be well above normal,
helping wheat develop faster.
Argentina:
Waves of colder temperatures and limited showers have had a significantly negative impact on winter
wheat establishment in southern Argentina this winter while the window for planting has largely closed.
Dry conditions continue this week as temperatures increase, stressing the dry areas. Scattered showers are
forecast to occur with a system next week and are going to be helpful should the forecast pan out.
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Available at:http://weatherphotos.co.za/rain_wxmaps_sixdays.html

South Africa:
The interior remains cloudy the next 5- days with some precipitation along the southern coastal areas. The
current frontal event is expected to bring rain to the Cape areas until late Saturday. The southern and
eastern coastal areas will also see some precipitation through the rest of this week and weekend. Next
week, a surface low is forming east of KZN, south of Madagascar, resulting in a dry spell for the Cape with
possible rain in the interior from late Monday to early Thursday. Isolated frost is forecasted throughout the
week and weekend in parts of the interior with possible snow next week in the Drakensberg and
adjourning areas.
Above weather report compiled by Dirk J Fourie from RMD
Acknowledgement:
SAWB/GRADS/NASS/DTN/AWB/CWB/Intellicast/FNMOC/Unisys/DTN/NOAA/YR/KBWS/Wunderground/TWC/WordPress/WXRisk/Drovers/TWC/AGBoM/w
eather/Accuweather/spc/NOAA/soybeansandcorn/Windy/agrimoney/agweb/blacksea grain/ec.europa.eu/timeanddate/yr/myweather2/meteox/meteo
blue/intellicast/iweathar

Available at: file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/rmddailyweather%20(21).pdf
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Important Publication dates:
Important Publication dates:
WASDE ( World agriculural supply and demand estimates)
CEC (Crop estimatre committee)
SAGIS (South African Grain Information Service) Monthly Whole Grain Data
SAGIS (South African Grain Information Service) Monthly Product Data

27-Jul
26-Jul

12-Aug
30-Aug
25-Aug
05-Aug

12-Sep
28-Sep
27-Sep
02-Sep

12-Oct
26-Oct
25-Oct
07-Oct

09-Nov
29-Nov
25-Nov
04-Nov

09-Dec
21-Dec
23-Dec
02-Dec
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